A novel approach based on the merging of the out-of-equilibrium Green's function method with the ab-initio Density-Functional-Theory is used to describe the ultra-fast carriers relaxation in Silicon. The results are compared with recent two photon photo-emission measurements. We show that the interpretation of the carrier relaxation in terms of L → X inter-valley scattering is not correct. The ultra-fast dynamics measured experimentally is, instead, due to the scattering between degenerate L states that is activated by the non symmetric population of the conduction bands induced by the laser field. This ultra-fast relaxation is, then, entirely due to the specific experimental setup and it can be interpreted by introducing a novel definition of the quasi-particle lifetimes in an out-of-equilibrium context. Silicon (Si) is a fundamental building block of semiconductors physics and microelectronics industry [1]. The miniaturization of Si-based devices to the nano-scale regime and the never ending search for faster devices call for a deep understanding of the fundamental quantummechanical process that governs the ultra-short time dynamics of electrons and holes [2, 3] . Most of the knowledge of the electronic and optical properties of Si remain, however, limited to the equilibrium regime. Only recently the development of ultra-fast laser pulses [4, 5] has opened the opportunity to directly investigate the realtime dynamics in the non-equilibrium (NEQ) regime [6] .
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In real-time experiments the system is initially perturbed with a short laser pulse (the pump) followed by a second weaker pulse (the probe) that measures a specific physical observable like, for example, the absorption [7, 8] or the photo-emission [9, 10] spectra. The dynamics induced by the pump is, then, monitored by observing and analyzing the modifications induced in these observable by the presence of photo-excited carriers.
Despite the enormous experimental interest and the continuous development of more refined experimental techniques, the simulation methods are still based either on equilibrium first-principles approaches or on NEQ model Hamiltonians.
In the case of model Hamiltonians the relaxation paths can be calculated by using the non-equilibrium Green's function (NEGF) [2, 11] or the Monte Carlo [12] methods. The advantage of these approaches is that the modifications induced by the presence of photo-excited charges is correctly taken into account in the evaluation of the scattering transitions. However ad-hoc parameters must be introduced to describe both the photo-excitation process and the specific material properties.
First-principles simulations are commonly performed by using time-dependent Density-Functional Theory [13] or equilibrium Many-Body Perturbation Theory [14] . In the first case the coupling with the laser pulse is described but the dissipative processes are neglected [15, 16] or described in an empirical way [17] . In the second case the laser pulse is replaced by some ad-hoc initial guess of the carriers distribution and, as a consequence, the scattering rates are derived from the equilibrium and static quasi-particle (QP) lifetimes [18] .
In this Letter we demonstrate that only by a careful and ab-initio description of both the photo-excitation process and the full time dependence of the nonequilibrium carrier scatterings it is possible to device a successful, parameter-free, accurate and predictive approach to the interpretation of real-time experiments. This goal will be achieved by merging the atomistic description of the ab-initio approach with the accuracy of the NEGF method.
In particular we will reproduce the time evolution carriers in bulk Si, observed in a recent 2PPE [9, 10] experiment, without relying on any parameter. We will highlight and discuss the different scattering channels created by the pump excitation showing the existence of two different decay regimes: an ultra-fast regime due to transitions between energetically degenerated states, made possible by the symmetry breaking caused by the pump pulse; and a slower regime, where the carriers are taken to the minimum of the conduction band. In addition we will investigate the very fundamental problem of defining the lifetime of a photo-excited carrier. We will show that this definition differs from the equilibrium case, also at a very low carriers concentration.
Our theoretical framework is based on the NEGF theory which describes the time evolution of the lesser Green's function G < nmk (t) [2] . G < nmk (t) is a matrix in the band indexes (n and m) while it is diagonal in the k-points. It is solution of the Baym-Kadanoff equations (BKE) [2] which, projected in the Kohn-Sham (KS) basis set [19, 20] , describes at the same time the time-dependent polarization (via the off-diagonal matrix elements) and the carrier dynamics.
Indeed restricting to the diagonal matrix elements of G < we have access to the time-dependent occupations of the electronic levels defined as
In this case the BKE reduces [20] to a simple non-linear equation:
Here f (e) nk = f nk and f (h) nk = 1 − f nk are the electron and the hole occupations. All ingredients of Eqs.2-3 are calculated ab-initio [21, 22] and the formal definition of the γ (e,h) lifetime is done by using the NEGF theory [20] .
QP is the KS Hamiltonian [23] (H KS ) corrected by equilibrium many-body effects (∆E QP ). H KS describes the atomic structure of the system, providing the ab-initio basis of the simulation and making this approach universal and applicable to any kind of material [14] . ∆Σ Hxc (t) is the NEQ Hartree plus COHSEX self-energy and ensures a correct coupling with the laser pulse. Indeed the ∆Σ Hxc (t) structure is such to reduce the BKE, in the linear regime, to the well-known Bethe-Salpeter equation [19] .
U and γ (e,h) represent the most important building blocks of our approach. The U operator describes, in the length gauge, the coupling with external pump field E (t):Û (t) = −r · E pump (t).
γ (e) and γ (h) are the electron and the hole lifetimes respectively and describe relaxation and dissipation of the photo-excited carriers [20, 24] . γ (e,h) comprises contributions from electron-electron (e-e) and electronphonon (e-p) scatterings. In the present case both γ (e) and γ (h) are time-dependent and non-linear functions of the occupations f nk (t).
Eq.3 makes clear the different role played by γ (e) and γ (h) . They describe the elemental process where an initial electron(hole) is scattered in another electron(hole) emitting or absorbing an electron-hole pair (e-e channel) [3] or a phonon (e-p channel) [3, 25, 26] . In the e-p case the energy is transferred back and forth from the electronic to the phonon sub-systems until a thermal equilibrium is reached [2]. Thus Eq.1 describes both relaxation and dissipation. In the (e) channel the term γ (e) f (e) describes the removal of electrons from the state (nk) and gives a negative contribution to ∂ t f (e) nk (t), while γ (h) f (h) describes removal of holes, thus the filling of the state (nk), and gives a positive contribution.
In the 2PPE experiment we aim at describing [9, 10] , a Si wafer, oriented both along the [111] and the [100] surface directions, is excited with a laser pulse at room temperature. The photo-excited sample is, then, probed with a second laser pulse that photo-emits in the continuum the excited carriers. The photo-emitted current of electrons is measured as a function of the time delay between the pump and the probe. The final result is a measure of the time-dependent occupation of the valence bands (represented by the dots in the main frame of Fig.1 ). More specifically we consider the population of carriers near the point L 1 , i.e. at E ≈ 1.6 eV above the Fermi level [27] .
We thus consider the electronic real-time dynamics in bulk Si, under the action of a laser pulse, whose parameters are taken directly from the 2PPE experiment [9, 10] . The pulse is centered at around 3.4 eV , with duration (the full width at half maximum) of σ = 110 f s and intensity of 10 4 kW/cm 2 corresponding to an electric field intensity of 6 × 10 6 V /m. The total fluence is 4 × 10 −8 KJ/cm 3 , which means that the pump field creates a carriers density of about 4.5 × 10
18 el/cm 3 (≈ 1.8 10 −4 el/Ω where Ω is the unit cell). As the laser transferred momentum is negligible, on the scale of the solid unit cell size, all pumped carriers are excited vertically from the valence to the conduction bands along the the Γ − L line.
In this configuration the e-e scattering channel is negligible. Indeed the equilibrium e-e lifetimes are non zero only [20] for ǫ nk − ǫ CBM > E g , with E g the energy gap, ǫ nk the electronic energy and ǫ CBM the conduction band minimum (CBM). In the case of the L 1 state ǫ L1 − ǫ CBM < E g and, consequently, they are zero. The additional NEQ contribution is due to inter-band processes. Its strength is linked to the carrier density that, in the present case, is low enough to make the it negligible [18, 28] .
The two-photon photo-emission experiment, a gedanken experiment and the theoretical interpretation. In Fig.1 the experimental occupation of the L 1 state (dots) is compared with the solution of Eq.1 (continuous line). The agreement between theory and experiment is excellent. Both the gradual filling and emptying of the L 1 state follows quite nicely the experimental curve. The theoretical results correctly describe the ultra-fast decay time-scale (∼ 180 fs) and the 40 f s shift of the population peak from the maximum of the pump pulse.
The 40 f s delay reflects the delicate balance between the photo-excitation and the e-p scattering and can only be described by treating both processes on the same footing.
Experimentally [9, 10] the ultra-fast decay of the L 1 state is interpreted as due to L 1 → X 1 transitions. However a more deep analysis of the theoretical result reveals a different scenario.
In Fig.1.(a) This symmetry breaking mechanism is made possible by the external field (U operator in Eq.1) which, in the 2PPE experiment, is polarized along the crystallographic [111] direction. This breaks the L ↔ L ′ symmetry as the symmetry operation that moves L in L ′ , although being a symmetry of the unperturbed system, does not leave the [111] direction unchanged. In practice this means that Eq.1 does not respect this symmetry anymore and k-points connected by a rotation that does not leave the pumping field unchanged are populated in a different way [29] . Electrons are injected in the conduction band along the Γ− L line but not, for symmetry reasons, along the Γ − L ′ line. This is clearly shown in Fig. 1 where the population of the L ′ 1 state is represented with a dashed line. The L ′ 1 state is gradually filled while L 1 is depleted revealing that the real source of the ultra-fast decay observed experimentally is the L 1 → L ′ 1 scattering. This scattering is faster than any other scattering as it involves states with the same energy. Indeed Fig.1 shows that initially the dynamics equilibrates the populations of the L 1 and L ′ 1 states which reach the same value at t ∼ 220 fs. After this point both states decay simultaneously by using the slower L → X channel towards the CBM [30] . After t ∼ 500 fs the electrons (holes) can be already be described by two Fermi distributions around the CBM (VBM) with very high temperatures (T e ≈ 9000 K for electrons and T h ≈ 2350 K for hole). Once the Fermi distributions are created, the relaxation process is mostly dissipative and phonons are emitted in order to cool the carriers temperatures (after t = 1 ps, for example we obtain, T h ≈ 550 K and T e ≈ 1900 K).
To better disentangle the L 1 → L ′ 1 process from the slower L → X channel we consider a shorter laser pulse with σ = 50 fs. We also consider a gedanken experiment where electrons are manually excited. One of the approximations most widely used in the literature is to mimic the effect of the laser pulse with some, ad-hoc, initial population of carriers in the valence bands. This approximation corresponds to put U = 0 in Eq.2 defining some initial arbitrary population f nk (t = t 0 ). Here we have chosen an initial population around the Γ 15 state, with a carriers density equal to the one measured experimentally.
We then show ( Fig.1.(b) ) the population of the L 1 state in the gedanken experiment (dot-dashed line), and when the photo-excitation is performed with the shorter pulse for both L 1 (continuous line) and of L ′ 1 (dashed line). By comparing the results we notice that the decay of the L 1 state, when the carriers are manually excited is much slower compared to the case when the carriers are photo-excited. This is because the dynamics following the ad-hoc population is symmetric and the L 1 and L are equally populated. The ultra-fast L 1 → L ′ 1 channel is switched off. Instead, when the shorter pump pulse is considered, the two decay time-scales (the ultra-fast L 1 → L ′ 1 and the slower L → X) are clearly visible. Immediately after the population peak we notice an almost vertical drop of the L 1 population. The characteristic time scale is even faster (90 f s) than the one measured experimentally (180 f s). After the vertical drop we notice a more smooth decay of both the L 1 and the L ′ 1 occupations, induced by the much slower L → X channel.
Carrier lifetimes: an out-of-equilibrium concept. The most time-consuming part of solving Eq.1 is the update of the γ (e,h) (t) functions whose dependence on the occupations must be re-calculated at each time step. A very tempting possibility would be to keep γ (e,h) nk (t) constant. This is indeed the main ingredient of the relaxation time approximation (RTA) that is based on the assumption that γ (e,h)
nk,eq , with γ (e,h) nk,eq the equilibrium lifetimes, calculated without the presence of any external field [31] . This approach has been recently used in Ref. [18] to describe the carrier relaxation in Si excited by the weak sunlight.
In order to investigate further the meaning of the γ (e,h) nk (t) time-dependence and their crucial role in describing the experimental results, let's introduce the totally-relaxed occupations, f ∞ nk , defined as the occupations at the time t rel such that ∂ t f nk (t) | t=t rel = 0. From Eq.1 and Eq.3 it follows that
where we have used the fact that at t = t rel the pump field is switched off and ∂ t f nk (t rel )| pump = 0.
In the equilibrium regime the dependence of the γ (e/h) nk,eq lifetimes on the electronic energies is well-known [31] . Indeed for conduction bands γ Moreover the present scheme allows to go well beyond the RTA by formally defining a NEQ carrier lifetime, γ (e/h) nk (t), such that occupation functions satisfy the simple equation:
. (5) Eq.5 demonstrates that a true instantaneous NEQ carrier lifetime includes contributions from both the electron (γ In conclusion we have presented a fully ab-initio simulation of the carrier dynamics in Si. The present scheme, based on the merging of DFT with NEGF theory, successfully describes the ultra-fast decay of the L 1 carrier population measured in a recent 2PPE experiment. We have also highlighted that the microscopic mechanism that drives this ultra-fast decay is not a standard intervalley scattering but it is due to an ultra-fast (as fast as 90 fs) L 1 → L ′ 1 scattering channel activated by the specific polarization the pump laser. This physical interpretation is, also, supported by introducing a novel definition of the non-equilibrium carrier lifetime that provides an intuitive picture of the physical processes activated by the initial photo-excitation. 
